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Abstract- This paper presents the experimental investigation of the effect of functionalization on thermal properties of 
epoxy/functionalized carbon nanofiber (f-CNF) composites. Epoxy/f-CNF nanocomposites with different proportions of f-
CNF have been synthesized by a mixed acid chemical treatment. The nanocomposites were characterized by scanning 
electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy to study their morphology and microsturcture. The possible 
chemical interaction between the epoxy matrix and epoxy/f-CNF nanocomposite was analysed by FTIR. Microscopic 
analysis has shown that the fibers were well dispersed in epoxy matrix (LY 556). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
revealed substantial improvement in thermal stability of the nanocomposites with increasing filler loading.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) with diameters of 100-200 
nm and length of 10-100 m reside at the edge 
between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and CNFs [1]. 
Among them, CNFs have given less attention to be 
used as nano fillers in preparation of nanocomposites 
because CNTs have better mechanical properties (due 
to less micro structural defects), relatively small scale 
dimensions and low density than CNFs. However, 
CNFs can be manufactured at large scale with low 
manufacturing cost relative to CNTs which makes 
CNFs an excellent alternate for CNTs and promising 
candidates for reinforcing polymer matrix to improve 
their properties for the development of novel polymer 
nanocomposites in large quantity. With sizable aspect 
ratio, excellent mechanical and electrical transport 
properties, CNFs can be considered as potential 
candidates in various applications such as microwave 
absorber, fiber-reinforced composites and electrical 
materials in batteries. Moreover, epoxy as one of the 
most widely used thermosetting polymers in 
electronics and aerospace industry applications as 
adhesives, paints and innovative materials owing to 
its adequate mechanical properties, high thermal and 
chemical resistance [2]. The reinforcement improves 
their main limitation such as its low toughness and 
low electrical conductivity. However, the easy 
agglomeration of CNFs leading to lesser efficiency as 
reinforcement and inadequate interfacial force that 
limits the load transfer between fibers and matrix are 
some major challenges needed to be addressed [3]. In 
other words, uniform dispersion and strong interfacial 
compatibility of CNFs with the epoxy matrix need to 
be achieved in order to develop a high performance 
CNF/polymer composite. A feasible way to overcome 
these problems is the use of functionalized CNFs. 

Choi et al. [4] reported that with increasing vapor 
grown carbon nanofiber (VGCNF) content, the 
decomposition temperature of epoxy/VGCNF 
composite shifts to higher temperature indicating 
improvement of thermal stability. Guadagno et al. [5] 
investigated the TGA of pristine CNF 
(PR25XTPS100) and CNF annealed at 2500oC 
(PR25XTPS1100) with epoxy resin and showed that 
resin/heat treated CNF composites are more thermally 
stable than the composites with untreated CNFs. 
Similarly, Zhu et al. [6] reported better thermal 
stability for epoxy/silanized CNF(s-CNF) 
nanocomposites compared to pristine epoxy. 
Though, substantial amount of work has already been 
done on CNF/epoxy nanocompopsite utilization of 
epoxy(LY-556) as matrix is rare. In the present work 
f-CNF reinforced epoxy nanocomposites were 
prepared by simple fabrication method with various 
wt% of f-CNF loading (0.5, 1, 2 3 and 4 wt %). 
Different techniques such as SEM, TEM and FTIR 
were used to characterize the composites. Thermal 
properties of epoxy/f-CNF nanocomposites were 
measured and discussed with increase of f-CNF 
content. 
 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
  
Carbon nanofibers (Intelligent Materials Pvt. Ltd, 
NANOSHEL LLC, US) with purity ≥ 96%, outer 
diameter 500 nm and length 600-900 nm, epoxy resin 
polymer matrix (LY556, Bisphenol Diglycidyl ether, 
Merck, India), hardener (HY 951, Aliphatic amine, 
Merck, India), concentrated H2SO4  and HNO3 
(analytical grade chemicals) were used as starting 
materials. CNFs were added to a mixture of conc. 
H2SO4 and HNO3 in 3:1 volume ratio and sonicated 
for 24 hours at 40 oC. Using distilled water the 
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residue was washed and polished by H2O2 and H2SO4 
in 1:4 volume ratios with constant stirring for 30 
minutes at 70 oC. Then, the solution was centrifuged 
several times in distilled water to remove the excess 
acid and to get functionalized CNFs. The f-CNF was 
sonicated in acetone medium for 2 hours for better 
dispersion or to avoid agglomeration of f-CNF 
bundles. These well dispersed nanofibers were added 
to the polymer epoxy resin and sonicated for 3 hours 
followed by drying in vacuum oven for 24 hours to 
eliminate air bubbles. Then hardener was added in 
1:10 ratio to it and stirred at 150 rpm for 10 minutes. 
Finally, it was casted into a mold and cured at open 
air for 48 hours. The FTIR spectra were recorded for 
all the composites by (Shimadzu IR Affinity-1) 
Fourier infrared spectrophotometer in the range 400-
4000cm-1. The epoxy/f-CNF nanocomposites were 
characterized by SEM (model 5200, Jeol, Japan) and 
TEM (Tec-nai12, Philips). The TGA (DTG-60, 
Shimadzu Corporation, Japan) measurement was 
done at 10 oC/min heating rate in nitrogen 
atmosphere. 
 
III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
 
The FTIR spectra of epoxy and f-CNF/epoxy 
composite is shown in Fig 1. For epoxy, two 
absorption bands at 3436 cm-1 and 1725cm-1are 
assigned to –OH stretching and carbonyl groups 
respectively. It is also observed that in FTIR spectra 
of composites these bands shifted to lower wave 
number of 3389 cm-1 and 1702 cm-1 respectively in 
comparison to epoxy. The substantial shift of FTIR 
peak from 3436 cm-1 to 3389 cm-1 is due to inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding. Besides the above two 
bands the overall spectra of the composite appeared 
to be similar to that of epoxy. The results obtained in 
this work are similar to the results reported earlier [7]. 

 
Fig.1 FTIR spectra of epoxy and epoxy/f-CNF samples 

 
Fig. 2 shows the SEM micrographs of f-CNF/epoxy 
nanocomposites with 0.5wt% and 3wt% f-CNF. The 
figure indicates that f-CNFs are homogeneously 
dispersed as individual fibers in 0.5wt% f-CNF 
composite [8] whereas in 3wt% f-CNF/epoxy 
nanocomposite, CNFs are agglomerated with many 
voids [4]. The microstructure of epoxy/f-CNF 
nanocomposites has been further investigated by 

TEM (Fig.3 a and b). For low wt% percentage of f-
CNFs (1wt %), f-CNFs seem to be reasonably well 
dispersed in epoxy matrix. When the f-CNF content 
grows (4wt %), the agglomeration of f-CNFs seem to 
be more plentiful and even greater [9]. 
 

 
 

 
Fig.2 (a) and (b) SEM images of 0.5wt% and 3wt% f-CNF/ 

epoxy nanocomposite 
 
Fig. 4 displays the TGA curves of epoxy/f-CNF (0, 2 
and 3 wt %) composites. The materials start to 
decompose nearly 100 oC (1st Phase) and are 
completely decomposed about 600 oC, 615 oC and 
617 oC (3rd stage) for pure epoxy, epoxy composites 
of 2wt% and 3wt% f-CNF respectively. As compared 
to pure epoxy, the epoxy/f-CNF nanocomposites 
possess higher decomposition temperature (from 2nd 
stage). This retarding effect is attributed to 
incorporation of f-CNF into epoxy matrix resulting a 
stabilizing effect against decomposition as observed 
by Choi et al. earlier [4, 10]. 
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Fig.3 (a) and (b) TEM image of epoxy/ f-CNF (1 wt% and 4 wt 

%) nanocomposite  
 

 
Fig. 4 TGA of curves of virgin epoxy and various 

nanocomposite wt% 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Functionalized carbon (f-CNF) nanofiber reinforced 
epoxy nanocomposites were synthesized by 
conventional fabrication method. Morphology and 
thermal properties of epoxy/f-CNF were investigated 

and analyzed. The synthesized epoxy/f-CNF nano 
composites were characterized by FTIR, SEM and 
TEM. From the SEM and TEM images of epoxy/f-
CNF nanocomposites uniform dispersion of f-CNF in 
epoxy were observed. By FTIR analysis it was 
possible to analyze the chemical interaction between 
epoxy matrix and added f-CNF. The investigation of 
thermal properties of the nanocomposite resulted in a 
general increase in thermal stability through the 
addition of f-CNF. The enhancement in thermal 
stability can be attributed to a better dispersion of f-
CNF in epoxy and a stronger interaction between the 
functional groups of polymer with the surface of f-
CNF. 
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